Multiple-state model of ionic channel in reproducing the time course of electrophysiological events.
The predictions of the Hodgkin-Huxley model do not accurately fit all the measurements of voltage-clamp currents, gating charge and single-channel currents. There are many quantitative differences between the predicted and measured characteristics of the sodium and potassium channels. For example, the two-state gate model has exponential onset kinetics, whereas the sodium and potassium conductances show S-shaped activation and the sodium conductance shows an exponential inactivation. In this paper we shall examine a more general channel model that can more faithfully represent the measured properties of ionic channels in the membrane of the excitable cell. The model is based on the generalisation of the notion of a channel with a discrete set of states. Each state has state attributes such as the state conductance, state ionic current and state gating charge. These variables can have quite different waveforms in time, in contrast with a two-state gate channel model, in which all have the same waveforms. The kinetics of all variables are equivalent: gating and ionic currents give equivalent information about channel kinetics; both the equilibrium values of the current and the time constants are functions of membrane potential. The results are in almost perfect concordance with the experimental data regarding the characteristics of nerve impulse. The expected values of the gating charge and the ionic conductance are weighted sums of the state occupancy probabilities, but the weights differ: for the expected value of the gating charge the weights are the state gating charges and for the expected value of the ionic conductance the weights are the state conductances. Since these weights are different, the expected values of the gating charge and the ionic conductance will differ.